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I. Introduction 
 

The University of Pennsylvania has been      
using 1980s technologies in order to handle       
Student Accounts and Billing, Academic     
Records and Registration, and Financial Aid.      
Technology has come a long way, but for        
years students at Penn have dealt with a        
platform that inhibits them from optimizing      
their course selection and academic planning      
experience. Although the current system     
available to students, Penn InTouch, offers      
some of the essential features to students       
during this process, the time for change has        
come. The hardware, web-based features,     
and data stores are no longer suitable for        
student interests. Students are asking that      
certain modifications be made in order to       
enhance their experience when selecting     
what courses they would like to take,       
reviewing their academic standing, and     
planning for their future courses of study.       
Currently, Penn is revamping its systems      
through the Next Generation Student Systems      
(NGSS), otherwise known as Pennant,     
program. Pennant seeks to “deliver superior      

tools and processes so students—and those      
who teach, advise, and support them—can      
perform academic and financial tasks easily      
and effectively.” Upon careful review by the       
Student Committee on Undergraduate    
Education (SCUE) and after extensive cross      
research between our platform offerings and      
those of our peer institutions, suggestions      
have been devised in order to mediate the        
issues our body feels that Penn InTouch       
currently presents.  

 
SCUE believes that the technology     

provided for academic planning is a crucial       
part of the undergraduate experience.     
Pennant is a powerful resource that allows       
students to choose academic paths and      
centralize information. There are many     
possible avenues in order to better our current        
student information systems. As a body, we       
seek to provide insight about various features       
and options we would like to see incorporated        
in Pennant through this publication.  

 
 

II. Academic Planning Sheets  
 
This section is focused on expanding the functionality of the academic planning worksheets. 
 

The academic planning worksheet is the      
first tab in the Penn InTouch sidebar and acts         
as a natural first step or landing page for new          
students. However, the academic planning     
worksheet does not fulfill that role. Students       
are not able to quickly manipulate the pages        
to plan out their four-year course plan. In        
addition, the slow system deters students      
from reviewing their graduation    
requirements.The main suggestions include    
the creation of an FAQ portion on the page,         
Mock Academic Planning sheets, and  

 
simplifying the creation of an Academic      
Planning Worksheet to one tab. 

 
Currently, when a new student first clicks       

on the academic planning worksheet tab, the       
student will be greeted by a sparse screen        
with the words “Select Action” and “Create       
New Worksheet” on the bottom. As the first        
landing page for the first tab of Penn InTouch,         
this is surprisingly devoid of helpful      
information about possible academic paths     
and how to most effectively use Penn       

 



 

InTouch. We envision this landing page as       
something that could provide meaningful     
solutions to student problems, such as      
providing answers to FAQs about academic      
paths. While students can currently create      
multiple academic planning sheets, all have      
similar features and are difficult to manipulate.       
Instead, Penn InTouch could have one official       
sheet that has to be confirmed by the        
academic advisor (as all current sheets      
require) and several mock academic planning      
worksheets, akin to the mock schedules, that       
would allow the student to consider multiple       
academic or interdisciplinary paths. The Mock      
Academic Planning Worksheets would be     
unofficial, but allow the students to  
confirm that they are on track to meet        

requirements. Similar to the current system,      
the courses or types of courses that fulfill a         
requirement should be listed. In addition, we       
recommend the University Course Catalog to      
be cross published or linked to the mock        
academic planning worksheets to let students      
know about their course options.  
 

Optimally the Mock Academic Planning     
Sheets should be a centralized tool for       
students to use to plan out their       
undergraduate experiences. We envision that     
these Mock Academic Planning Sheets look      
similar to an online version of the Wharton        
Academic Planning Sheet or the CAS Course       
Tracker. 

 
 

III. Course Search 
 
The current search mechanism on Penn InTouch, while intuitive and relatively easy-to-use, lacks in terms 
of the number of possible search parameters and the amount of relevant information about classes. 
 

A glaring omission on the course      
information panels is the lack of syllabi       
outside of courses offered in the Wharton       
School of Business. There are several      
reasons why including syllabi on the course       
information panel will be a tremendous      
benefit to students at the University of       
Pennsylvania.  

Chiefly, allowing students access to     
syllabi when deciding which courses they      
will take for the upcoming semester allows       
them to plan their semester more      
strategically. With increased access to     
syllabi, students will understand the course      
workload more than with just the course       
summary provided on Penn InTouch. Armed      
with the detailed schedule on the syllabi,       
students will be able to plan their       
assignments to minimize stress of     
overlapping deadlines.  

 

Furthermore, we recommend that those     
crucial dates in which a course will test its         
students-final exams or papers-be listed in      
the course information panels for increased      
ease of access. This information should      
also be searchable, giving students the      
opportunity to filter classes with and without       
examinations. One glance at the course      
information panel could tell a student the       
most important dates for a given class,       
allowing them to build out their semester to        
maximize their ability to succeed. 

 
A secondary, but nonetheless important,     

benefit to the attachment of syllabi to the        
course information panel on Penn InTouch      
would be that students are able to fully        
understand the academic journey which     
they will endeavor upon in a given course -         
a crucial determinant of a student’s decision       
to enroll in a course or not. A 250 word          

 



 

summary of what the course will entail       
simply sells courses short. 

 
Greater Ability to Filter Courses 
 
As of now, Penn InTouch does offer       

students with a wide array of categories with        
which to filter courses through in order to        
find what they need to fulfill sectors, find        
courses in their major, etc. However, there       
are some pronounced issues with this      
function, specifically a lack of important      
search criteria. 

 
Perhaps the most prominent of these      

issues is a student’s inability to search       
directly for courses of varying units. SCUE       
has addressed this problem in the past,       
compiling a list of half credit courses that        
was made available through the Daily      
Pennsylvanian website, SCUE Facebook    
page, and the scue.org website. We      
recommend that this feature be     
institutionalized. Half Credit courses expand     
students’ horizons without taking up a      
restrictive amount of space in their credit       
allocation, typically offering niche and     
interesting courses about topics not     
generally covered in full-credit courses. Not      
allowing students to search directly for this       
type of course is a problem that must be         
addressed. 

 
Another problem with Penn InTouch’s     

course filters is the inability to sort by a         
courses traditional availability (whether the     
class is offered in the fall/spring semester,       
offered year round, unique course, etc.).      
This forces an interested and engaged      
student to search through decentralized     
means, such as Penn Course Review and       
department websites. Often, this information     
is not available, hindering a student’s ability       
to plan out their major or minor into the         
future. 
 

 

Class selection for University of     
Pennsylvania students is a juggling act,      
negotiating between their Penn InTouch tab      
and a long line of tabs open to relevant         
Penn Course Review pages. Streamlining     
this experience is essential for Pennant as it        
moves into the future. That means      
integrating course feedback data-both    
qualitative and quantitative-into the Pennant     
experience. 

 
Harvard University’s course registration    

platform provides an excellent model from      
which we can take inspiration for when       
considering how best to implement course      
feedback data (Figures Set 5). 
 

Include Projected Course Costs 
 
Penn InTouch does not currently list      

projected course costs, which is particularly      
problematic for low-income students. Before     
enrolling in a course, students should have       
full knowledge of the associated     
costs-books, printing, lab costs, etc.  

 
In terms of what integration into the       

course selection platform might look like,      
again, we look to the Harvard model (Figure        
6). A potential roadblock here may be that        
the professor does not know exactly how       
much a course will cost, but the Harvard        
model has a smart workaround for such a        
concern. They aggregate student feedback     
and present an approximate range for the       
costs that will be associated with a given        
course. This model would provide Penn      
students with useful and trustworthy     
information so that they can know exactly       
what to expect upon enrolling for a course. 

 
List Historic Courses (Courses that     

are not currently being offered in the       
upcoming semester, but have been     
offered in the recent past) 

 
To an extent, Penn InTouch lets      

students know when courses are     

 



 

 

traditionally offered so that students can      
plan for the future; however, this knowledge       
can only be ascertained when a course is        
being offered in the upcoming semester. As       
a result, courses that have been offered in        
the past but will not be offered in the         
upcoming semester can get lost in the       
shuffle. Once again, Harvard provides a      
smart model which SCUE believes Pennant      
should be modeled on. Even when a course        
is not being offered for the upcoming       
semester, it appears in the course search       
results in brackets [Water, Infrastructure,     
and Meaning], “Not Offered, Likely 2019      
Fall”. 

 
Since a change such as this would       

increase the number of search results that       
one would get when searching on Penn       
InTouch, students will be able to filter if they         
are searching by a certain semester or       
overall (Figure Set 5). In addition, students       
will be prompted to narrow down their       
search to a certain department when      
searching throughout Penn History as to not       
overwhelm the system. 

 
Add Wharton, Engineering, and    

Nursing Requirement Filter 

 
Presently, when searching for courses,     

Penn InTouch allows only students in the       
College of Arts and Sciences to filter for        
requirements. To combat this asymmetry,     
the Wharton School offers a comprehensive      
resource on its undergraduate website to      
help students find the courses that they       
need to take for requirements. Similarly, the       
Engineering School offers a course planning      
guide so students fully understand the      
requirements for their respective major.  

 
These resources are indeed readily     

accessible, but the extent to which the       
course selection process is decentralized     
for Wharton and Engineering students is      
problematic. Penn InTouch should be a      
comprehensive, one-stop-shop for all    
students’ course selection needs, the     
asymmetry that currently exists should be      
remedied. 

 
While nursing students also have to      

complete the sector requirements, some     
nursing-specific information would likely be     
beneficial on Penn InTouch. 

 
 
 

IV. My Mock Schedules  
 
This section focuses on integrating field work and physical activity into course curricula in order to diversify 
academic experiences and promote physical wellness. 
 

When considering the essence of the      
mock schedule features of Penn InTouch, it is        
important to note their importance in the       
planning stage of a student’s academic      
career. While the tools currently provided by       
Penn InTouch have a useful framework for       
academic planning per semester, SCUE     
believes that other features can be integrated       
into Pennant in order to streamline the       
process and improve students’ experiences. 

In particular, SCUE recommends the     
integration of the “My Mock Schedules”      
feature with other aspects of Pennant. For       
example, when students create mock     
schedules, they often struggle to find classes       
that fit into certain time slots of their        
schedules using Penn InTouch’s current filter      
tools. If the course search and mock schedule        
features are integrated, students would ideally      
be able to click a button and see courses that          

 



 

fit into the various projected models of their        
semester schedules (Figure 1).  

We also envision a feature that allows       
students to block off certain times within their        
mock schedule for commitments, such as      
work or athletics. This information would be       
reflected in the course search feature of       
Pennant and would only show classes within       
a student’s available time frames (Figure 2).  

Based on our recommendations for     
integration, the mock schedules pane could      
also integrate a student’s academic planning      
worksheet to show students what     
requirements they are fulfilling as they build       

their schedules, in order to plan their       
academic futures carefully.  

Another feature that we find useful for       
students would be based on survey research       
at the end of the semester. Pennant would        
incorporate a feature of suggested classes      
that people in a student’s potential major have        
taken or recommend (Figure 3). This would       
foster the feeling of community within the       
major and would make Pennant more      
interactive among students. In addition, this      
would introduce students to interdisciplinary     
stud 

 
 
 

V. Register for Courses  
 
Throughout this paper, we have identified numerous ways in which course syllabi and department 
goals could be revised to reinforce the ideal of a holistic education, such as civic engagement and 
learning outside the classroom. This section details the role that course syllabi themselves can play in 
promoting balance in students’ lives. 
 

The current, intuitive layout of the Register       
for Courses tab makes it relatively easy for        
any student to register for his or her desired         
courses. However, there are a number of       
recommendations SCUE believes will improve     
the user experience dramatically. 

 
A. The Register for Courses and Mock      

Schedules must be integrated more 
 

Currently, the Register for Courses tab      
allows for students to access their mock       
schedules they created in the Mock      
Schedules tab. Other than this, there is no        
further integration between these two tabs.      
The ability to edit mock schedules, such as        
adding and removing classes, needs to be       
able to be done on the register for courses         
tab, rather than having to switch back to the         
mock schedules tab. 
 
B. Explanation of Credit Allocation 
 

When registering for a class that has a        
recitation, the credits for this class can either        
be accounted for in the lecture section of the         
course or the recitation section of the course.        
Although current Penn students have become      
used to this, incoming freshmen, who are       
unfamiliar with the course registration     
process, can become confused by the      
random allocation of credits between lectures      
and recitations. This randomized allocation     
needs to be normalized for every class. 
 
C. Easier Ranking of Classes 

 
As of now, students must decide on their        

own how to rank their classes based on their         
own preferences as well as how popular a        
specific class is. Many times, this leads to        
students having to make tough decisions      
about which courses to preference where,      
without knowing all the facts. A tool or statistic         
located in the register for courses tab that        
allows students to see how highly a course is         

 



 

sought after would be an extremely useful tool        
to help students rank their classes in the most         
efficient and productive way possible. 
 
D. Easier Course Filtering 
 

As stated above in the Course Search       
section, an increase in the number of ways        
with which to filter courses would lead to an         
overall easier experience for a student trying       
to register for courses. 
 
E. Waitlists 
 

If a class is full, waitlists do not exist while          
registering for courses. This means that if a        
student is not able to get in a class, there is           
no way said student is able to hold his or her           
spot while waiting for the class to open.        
Therefore, many students must stay glued to       
their computer screens, often times at 1 or 2         
am, in hopes that someone drops a course.        
This often leads to decreased sleep as well as         
increased stress. Students have only minutes      
after a course opens to be the first one to          
register for it. 

Due to this increased stress, SCUE      
recommends the creation of a waitlist. This       

waitlist will allow students to sleep      
comfortably knowing that if a student drops a        
class, and if he or she is first on the waitlist,           
then they will immediately be added to the        
class. This will dramatically reduce stress      
during the add drop-period. 
 
F. Displaying course limitations and    

permits 
 

When registering for courses, Penn     
InTouch fails to notify the student if he or she          
is registering for a class that he or she is          
ineligible to take. Often times, this leads to        
confusion, panic, and headaches later on      
when course schedules are released. There      
needs to be some sort of system that alerts         
the student if a registered class is not able to          
be taken, whether it be because it does not         
accept freshman, it requires a permit or any        
other extenuating circumstances 
 

Vanderbilt not only has a waitlist, but       
displays how many waitlist spots are      
available, leading to less confusion and      
reduced stress (Figure 4). 

 
VI. View Schedule  
 
View Schedule, as currently constructed, provides students with a comprehensive view of their current 
schedule. SCUE believes that this tab can be improved to provide further clarification and ease of use for 
the student. 
 

After registering for preceptorials, the     
schedule for that semester enlarges to      
include Saturday and Sunday although no      
courses are listed. There should be an       
option to filter preceptorials out of      
schedules. 

There is no visual demarcation of half       
credit courses on schedules. Each type of       
half credit course should have a different       

type of shading. Half credits that meet for        
half of the credit hours each week for the         
entire semester should be listed normally.      
Half credits that meet for the first half of the          
semester only should be shaded darker on       
the left half of the course or only take up the           
left half of the box. Similarly, the half credits         
that meet for the last half of the semester         
should be shaded darker on the right half or         

 



 

only be in the right half of the schedule         
opening.  

Once the course locations are listed,      
Penn InTouch should automatically    
generate a map that shows the students       

directions for their classes across campus.      
An additional note of emphasis should be       
added to commonly confused locations     
such as Levin v. Levine. 

 
VII. Academic Calendar  
The Academic Calendar, found in the final       
tab of the Registration and Planning      
Section, is meant to provide an overview of        
the important dates for the next three       
academic years. After careful review, SCUE      
believes the minor improvements, listed     
below, will help increase the readability and       
effectiveness of the Academic Calendar. 

A. Making the Academic Calendar a     
Calendar 

Currently, the Academic Calendar is     
presented in list form. Each semester is       
broken up with a red-colored heading      
indicating what semester the user is looking  

at. While this setup is extremely useful for        
scrolling through the semesters, SCUE     
concludes that presenting the Academic     
Calendar in a calendar format will improve       
its readability and effectiveness 

B. Integrating the Calendar with Pennant 
Currently, the Academic Calendar tab     
brings the user to the Penn Almanac, which        
houses the Academic Calendar. While this      
system works fine, SCUE believes that      
integrating the calendar into Pennant will      
eliminate the hassle of having to open       
another tab to view the academic calendar 

 

VIII. Transcript & GPA  
 

The Transcript and GPA section of Penn       
InTouch functions as a tool to display to        
students their academic achievement during     
their time at Penn by documenting their       
grades earned and courses taken.     
Additionally, within the academic planning     
worksheet students may pave a path for       
their coursework towards their major. Both      
features work well and serve their purpose.       

However, SCUE thinks that the GPA      
calculator within the academic planning     
worksheet should be formatted so that it       
works- considering that currently it is      
deactivated. Additionally, this committee    
feels that the system could benefit from a        
change that would make the section more       
user-friendly. 

 

 
IX. XCAT  
 
XCAT, or External Credit Evaluation Tool, is       
the online platform in which a student in any         
undergraduate school can seek equivalent     
credit within the College of Arts and       
Sciences for courses taken at other  

 
universities. Primarily, students use this tool      
to determine whether and how credits      
gained from transfer, credit away, and study       
abroad courses will translate to Penn      
credits. In XCAT, students input their credit       

 



 

requests and individual departments    
determine if credits will be assigned and       
what class(es) would be satisfied. 
 

To access XCAT, students may use this       
link: https://apps.sas.upenn.edu/sso/xcat/.  
Students will then be prompted to enter their        
PennKey if they are not logged in. Then,        
students can view the XCAT homescreen.      
The sidebar on the left of the homescreen        
contains all relevant links for the process of        
gaining equivalent credit.  

 
First, the link to “Request a new course        

equivalency” takes students to a page      
where they can input the credit type they        
are trying to request equivalency for      
(transfer, study abroad, credit away).     
Students must also input the external      
program and course, indicate whether the      
course was a language course, and for       
study abroad and credit away courses, note       
whether they are seeking conditional     
pre-approval of the course. Students may      
have the ability to upload a syllabus or        
course description when making the     
request. Second, the link to “List your       
requests” allows students to see their credit       
requests by external program/school,    
subject, external course number, and     
external course title. Students can also view       
their credit requests by Penn subject, Penn       
course number, credit type, number of CUs       
granted, and status. Third, the links to       
“Search for precedents (study abroad)” and      
“Search for precedents (transfer credit)”     
allow students to see if a particular request        
for equivalent credit has been granted to       
any students in the past. If this is the case,          
the course will automatically be granted- the       
department in question will have     
pre-approved the course for an equivalent      
credit. Third, the “Contacts for credit      
evaluation” link provides a list of contacts by        
undergraduate school for help with XCAT.      
Finally, the “How-to’s” and “FAQ” links      
provide clarity on how to utilize XCAT and        

generally navigate the credit equivalency     
process.  

 
The platform itself could benefit from a       

visual update, as the layout and color       
scheme align with older models of web       
presentations. In terms of using the site, the        
process is fairly straightforward, and the      
tutorial is helpful, located on both the       
homepage as well as this site:      
https://www.college.upenn.edu/xcat. 
Students struggling to use XCAT may also       
benefit from reading the information on the       
“How-to’s” or “FAQ” links as well as       
following up with the contacts listen on the        
“Contacts for credit evaluation” page.     
However, the nature of inputting credit      
requests is time-intensive, especially since     
different requests for the same department      
must be inputted separately. Additionalya     
single request for multiple departments     
must be inputted multiple times as well to        
account for each department (this is done if        
a student is truly unsure which department       
is most likely to grant equivalent credit for a         
request and that student knows only one       
department will grant credit). Students may      
benefit from an update to the platform in        
which they can select multiple departments      
when seeking credit for one course,      
aggregating this into one request.  
 

Furthermore, the general process of     
external credit evaluation could benefit from      
a discussion of student experiences. What      
are the implications, for example, of the fact        
that students must input credit away      
requests before taking the course? How      
does this limit students in their course       
selection? Does this limit students who may       
face quick deadlines in registering for      
external courses? On the note of deadlines,       
perhaps the timeline of external credit      
evaluation could be revisited. Some     
departments receive a substantially higher     
number of requests than others and may       
have difficulty processing these requests.     
Yet for many students, waiting to hear back        

 



 

about credit equivalencies can mean waiting      
in limbo to register for certain classes with        
prerequisites, a situation that is complicated      
by the fact that some students do not        
receive final word from departments about      
credit equivalencies until well into the      
semester. A clearer timeline for students      

and departments as to when requests      
should be made and when requests should       
be responded to might mitigate some of       
these stressors, as might dedicating more      
time and manpower to responding to      
requests in departments that receive many.  

 
IX. Conclusion 
 
 

SCUE believes that these changes would      
be beneficial to the student population. We       
hope that these changes will be included in        
the release of Pennant. If any      
administrators, faculty members, or    
students have any further questions, please  

email Daniel Gordon   
(dagord@sas.upenn.edu) and Karen   
Herrera (Karenhe@sas.upenn.edu). Special   
thanks also to Paul Harryhill, Aidan Young,       
Daniel Iglesias, Ketaki Gujar, and Rob      
Nelson. 
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Figure Set 5 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


